
 
 

CCC v Braemore – Sunday 2nd September 2018 
 
For Chilmark CC it’s been an odd few weeks since the visit to the Peak District. There, Ricky Corbin 
was Man of the Tour and Darren Lee discovered he could dance. On reflection it’s possible the team 
passed through a portal to a parallel dimension, one quite possibly opened when Ben Fowles 
plunged into the Bradford River at Youlgreave wearing pink shorts. Since then there has been a 
heavy loss against The Deverills, a scandalously unreported defeat to Fonthill and a raft of injuries to 
key personnel. A win was sorely needed to restore reason and balance to the universe. 
 
Braemore didn’t seem like the best opponent to help with this, having recently finished third in their 
local league, and having beaten Chilmark comfortably last time around. However when they arrived 
with only nine players things looked as though they may be swinging back Chilmark’s way. That was 
until it became clear that Chilmark could only field nine too. Nothing was going to be easy about this 
day and by the start of play they were fielding a full-strength team. 
 
The visitors won the toss and elected to bat. Pete Corbin got things underway from the Pettigrew 
End, building up to a decent pace as he troubled the openers early. From the non-Pettigrew end it 
was Lee, who was happy enough just to be getting a bowl. 
 
Corbin struck first, knocking back the middle stump of Braemore’s opener and then celebrating in 
awkward fashion. This, unfortunately, is the fault of these very reports. A few months ago it was 
noted that Corbin looked like a ‘man considering his own flatulence’ after taking a wicket. Ever since 
he has been experimenting with new celebratory techniques, and tragically veering further and 
further away from the idiosyncratic flatulent style that we all know and love. Bring back the gas, 
Pete. 
 
Lee has no such concerns, though mostly this is because he doesn’t take many wickets these days. 
However he rolled back the years in his fourth over, sneaking one through the batsman’s defence 
and putting Chilmark firmly in the box seat. Unlike Corbin there was no theatrical celebration - he 
saved that for when he was at fine leg in the following over. Wary of recent criticism about his 
fielding technique (which consists of putting a foot down and hoping for the best) he produced a 
text book long barrier, with knee to the ground and hands in the right place to scoop the ball up. It 
was all going well until he got his boot tangled in the fence while trying to stand up again. 
Technically this should have been ruled a boundary, but everyone found it so hilarious that it was 
overlooked. 
 



With only nine players on the field the home side’s bowling options were limited. Consequently Carl 
Jacobs was brought on as first change from the Pettigrew end. It brought near immediate results, 
though not in the manner the Chair might have hoped. With both batsmen eager to get on strike to 
face the juicy bowling on offer, a quick single was negotiated mid-pitch after a dab short on the 
onside. This allowed time for ‘keeper Jason Stearman to swoop on the ball and fire it at the none 
striker’s end. It took out middle stump with the batsman still short of his ground. 
 
Stearman was in the action again shortly after, when he took an excellent catch behind the stumps 
while standing up to Max Allen’s spritely pace. It was 60-5 in the 14th over and Chilmark were looking 
well in control. 
 
After drinks it was Ned Pattenden’s turn to shine. Ned swears that he was a quality bowler in his 
youth, and sometimes when you squint you can kind of see what he means. Not that there was 
much need to squint during his first three overs on Sunday. He had the ball on a string, flighting it 
temptingly in the eyesight of the batsmen and then dropping it on the excellent Cleeves Farm wicket 
and getting it to turn viciously. There were numerous appeals for LBW, each one slightly more 
animated than the last and at least half that probably deserved an agreement from the umpire. As it 
was only one went his way and after those three quality overs Pattenden had figures of 1-11. Then 
he bowled a fourth over that consisted of 12 balls and cost 20 runs. You can only hold back time for 
so long. 
 
It would be a further 12 overs before another wicket fell. Reg Allen (0-29) and Ben Fowles (0-11) had 
a go, Jacobs returned and shipped 28 runs in two overs, while Corbin similarly ruined his figures 
upon his reintroduction – albeit to a quality batsman who made the best of gaping holes in the field. 
In the end it was a run out that got the breakthrough, by which time Breamore were pushing 200. 
Max Allen steadied the ship with a couple of tight overs at the death, but with a score of 217-6 the 
visitors were in the box seat. 
 
It was another splendid buffet of Chilmark fare served up for tea, done single-handedly by Pete 
Corbin and with a bit of help from the rest of the Corbin clan. If TripAdvisor had scope for reviewing 
cricket teas it would be five stars all round. 
 
Opening the batting for the hosts was Brand King and Ben Fowles, a combination with a history of 
successful partnerships. However the recent form of both batsmen left a lot to be desired, so 
expectations were muted. 
 
King faced the first two balls, decided he’d seen enough, then threw the bat at it. Two boundaries 
were the result, along with some sagely advice from Fowles to ‘take your time’. King was having 
none of it though and continued to attack. His first six came from a wide delivery down the leg side, 
which he swatted one handed over the fine leg fence. Officiating umpire Darren Lee wasn’t quite 
sure what to signal so initially went with a wide, before being corrected by absolutely everyone else 
watching. 
 



Having given up on insisting his partner show patience Fowles got in on the action himself, launching 
crisply hit boundaries down the ground. He then unleashed the shot of the day, a Gower-esque 
cover drive that sizzled over the rejuvenated Cleeves Farm turf and billowed the netting around the 
practice pitch. 
 
Chilmark were cruising. King liked the look of some unthreatening medium pace and put a six deep 
into the sheep paddock at the Pettigrew end. The next ball he hit flatter and harder - so hard that it 
put a hole in the sight screen on impact. A third six landed in Fovant. 
 
The pair brought up Chilmark’s 100 in the 14th over, by which time King had reached his half century 
off 34 balls. A few overs later Fowles achieved the same mark, getting his at a run a ball pace. Drinks 
were imminent and the plan was to get there and then plot the final assault. But with one ball to go 
before the break Fowles played around an in swinger and lost his middle stump. It had been a 
sterling innings though and had helped put Chilmark in a commanding position. 
 
If Braemore hoped the breakthrough would bring out some easier cattle they were to be 
disappointed. Max Allen has been in solid form all season and was ready to produce an innings to 
define it. He and King cruised the score to 148 in the 20th over, before the latter swung at one ball 
too many and was bowled for 74. 
 
Ned Pattenden provided some stability at four, acting the gritty foil to Allen’s smooth technique. He 
stuck around for seven overs and grafted a dozen vital runs, three of which he had to run in one go 
when a swipe to mid-wicket didn’t quite go the distance. The exertion took its toll and Pattenden 
diligently blocked out his next five balls while he caught his breath. 
 
When he was adjudged LBW to a ball he claimed to have inside edged on to his pad the game still 
looked like Chilmark’s to win. However there was drama to follow as the middle order collapsed. 
Jason Stearman and Darren Lee both went for four, before Carl Jacobs, usually quite resolute with 
his stroke play, tried to replicate the six he hit at the smallest ground in the region a few weeks ago 
and was instead bowled for one. A hobbling Pete Corbin stuck around for a little longer and helped 
Max Allen push the score beyond 200, however when he was bowled for two there was still seven 
runs needed and just five balls left to get them. On strike the final batsman: Reg Allen. 
 
It’s fair to say there wasn’t a great deal of confidence in Chilmark’s ranks. Reg has the most 
individual batting technique at the club - more a man beating a rug, than a cricketer swinging at a 
ball. It’s very rarely effective, but strangely intriguing to watch. 
 
With the field up Reg swung hard, made some kind of contact and sent the ball to deep cover. There 
was actually time to get a second run but shouts of NO! from the side-lines (except for from Darren 
Lee who, as ever, wasn’t entirely sure what was going on) ensured he didn’t consider this for more 
than a moment or two. 
 



Max Allen was on strike with just four balls left to get six runs. The pressure might have broken a 
lesser lad, but Allen was undaunted. He drove the first ball to the mid-off boundary, before claiming 
the win, and his half century, by square driving the next for four. 
 
Braemore CC 217-6 (M Allen 1-22; D Lee 1-25) defeated by Chilmark CC 220-7 (B King 74; M Allen 
53 not out) 


